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Community Engagement Team
• Geographically organized to concentrate resources
• Grounded in a lifelong commitment to community
• Layered with transit projects and initiatives

* supervises team, covers areas not covered by others
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Presentation Notes
Working with the region’s Community Engagement Team does not replace Metro Transit’s commitment to a rigorous and authentic Public Engagement Plan and process. Although on Better Bus Stops I serve as the overall community engagement coordinator for the project, I also rely on the support of the entire Metro Transit community engagement team which is organized to more directly support the geographic areas where 50% or more of residents are people of color, living in poverty.As Metro Transit's community engagement work seeks to develop long-lasting relationships with transit riders, people of color, low-income communities, people with disabilities and other historically marginalized groups in order that they might grow their capacity to participate in decision-making at their fullest potential. 



Building on a foundation of traditional outreach

Community outreach is an important component of the work 
of the team and is built on the foundation for developing the 
engagement practice at Metro Transit.

Project Delivery Agency Visibility 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide Purpose: Differentiating outreach and engagementAll of us at Metro Transit share the responsibility of community outreach to do our work. We utilize outreach strategies to provide ever-improving service to the region. Outreach primarily serves the purposes of project delivery and agency visibilityProject DeliveryInformation sharing – construction communication, rider alerts, project timelinesInput gathering – surveys, open houses – This photo on the left is from an A Line open house in Hamline-MidwayAgency Visibility – having a positive presence in the communities we serve and celebrating the neighborhoods and business centers we serveOpen StreetsPartnering with Toys for Tots How to Ride presentations by customer advocatesMetro Transit Technician outreach work by OEOThe photo on the right is from Little Mekong 2015 – bus operator So what is the difference between these important function of Outreach and Community Engagement?Engagement/Outreach Graphic. Community is at the center of what we doOutreach is the foundation – involves collaboration, involvement and educationEngagement is the lens and should be an overarching principle in our work – involves collaboration, co-creation, and educationThe primary difference between engagement and outreach is the way community interacts with our agency – co-creation vs involvement



Community At The Center Video

Video Link
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KaryssaClip is a little under 2 mins from 6:53 – 8:45This video was produced by Nexus, which is one of the three organizations working on the Better Bus Stops project.Some things you may have heard: HolisticNeighborhood ExpertiseWorking togetherPartnershipAspirationalCenteredCommunity at coreWork guided by communityTools/resources in the hands of community – capacity buildingUltimately this is all about building a trusting relationship with the communities we serve

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BTYLAeIyr6Q&feature=youtu.be&t=6m53s&end=8m45s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BTYLAeIyr6Q&feature=youtu.be&t=6m53s&end=8m45s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BTYLAeIyr6Q&feature=youtu.be&t=6m53s&end=8m45s


Community Outreach & Engagement Team 
Statement

The Metro Transit Community Engagement Team is 
building a community-centered practice that co-creates 
transparent process and leads to equitable outcomes. 

To accomplish this we develop long-lasting relationships 
with transit riders, people of color, low-income 
communities, people with disabilities and other historically 
marginalized groups to grow their capacity to participate in 
decision-making at their fullest potential.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide Purpose: Introducing the team statement and explaining the teams focusWant the opportunity to read our statement. Gives understanding of how engagement as a concept manifests itself in our team.We can best support the work of our agency by ensuring that community input best reflects the community as a whole. And that the community has the capacity to participate to their fullest potential. Engagement practice that focuses on improving our customers and others ability to elevate our services and become a partner to the communities we serve. We do this by ensuring that our relationships with every community are strong. We listed groups that we can identify as historically marginalized, but of course we’re interested in the community as a whole. However, as our agency strives to focus on equity, the engagement team is committed to reaching groups who historically not been participants in traditional processes by acknowledging and responding to differing needs of marginalized communities. These communities have been marginalized for reasons including:Institutional racismIncome inequity and historical disenfranchisementDiscrimination of people with disabilities It is by acknowledging these historical injustices that we can identify the need to invest additional resource for capacity building with these communities because these elements, and more, have been barriers for marginalized groups to participate in our historic processes. Working to build relational strength in overall community, by focusing on the communities where our connections are weak.



Transparent Process and Equitable Outcomes

 Identifying opportunities in a project for meaningful 
engagement 

Working with project staff to develop essential questions 
for projects

Documentation of our process and reporting to 
community

 Inviting community members to evaluate and influence 
decision-making processes and make us accountable to 
uphold them

Clear measures of success that are influenced by 
community voice
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Slide Purpose: One of the things that the Community Outreach and Engagement Team are chiefly concerned with is how we advance a more transparent process and point our decision-making towards equitable outcomes. In order to do this, there are five main points to consider:Not only do we need to identify stakeholders, but we need to identify the opportunities in projects where stakeholder input is an important component of project development.It’s important the COET is working collaboratively throughout the process to identify essential questions, and then work with community to get answersWe need to document this process so that the community can see a transparent process that can hold us accountable to.Building the practice of co-creation. Necessitates capacity building, but ultimately our work helps strengthen our projectsBy working with community to establish goals, our projects can ultimately work better



Community Engagement in Practice

Trusted Advocate
Better Bus Stops

http://dcc-stpaul-mpls.org/sites/dcc-stpaul-
mpls.org/files/images/u5/Trusted-Advocate_view.pdf
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So, we’ve established that the Community Engagement practice is being built on a strong foundation of Metro Transit outreach and that outreach continues to be an important way we are visible in the community.C Terrence shared our team’s statement that serves as a guide for our work and the process and outcomes of that work.Hopefully, we can all agree that Community Engagement is a way for Metro Transit to: align community priorities with the agency priorities include historical decisions and their impact on communities in our way forward create inclusive space and opportunity for community members to co-create decisions and projects with our agency build the capacity of community members to participate and collaborate in decision-making, and ultimately to co-create future opportunitiesYes, this work is aspirational but we do already have some examples we can point to that show movement toward community-centered practice. As with any change, it starts with brave leadership – and for us, that was John Levin when in 2012 he accepted an offer of engagement support from the District Councils Collaborative of Saint Paul and Minneapolis.The unique and honest way we relied on the work of Trusted Advocates, proven community leaders and experienced transit riders, resulted in a transit service plan that more closely aligned with the needs of the community we serve. So, we continue to seek ways to directly share resources with community and community-based organizations when possible so that community members organize and engage with each other and for their community. Again, community-centered, building community capacity to participate with us to their fullest potential – and sharing resources for that work whenever possible.When Metro Transit won the $3.26 million dollar Ladders of Opportunity grant, I successfully requested and received 10% of that budget for community engagement. This time, Metro Transit has contracted directly with the region’s Community Engagement Team for that deeper dive in our areas of concentration. In turn, the three lead organization of the CET are subcontracting with community-based organizations closer to the ground – again, building capacity as close as we can to those most affected by our decisions related to future investments in the bus stop.For now, these more extensive opportunities are the exception and not the rule – and NEVER replace Metro Transit’s commitment to a rigorous Public Engagement Plan but augment the Metro Transit engagement work as one strategy among several.

http://dcc-stpaul-mpls.org/sites/dcc-stpaul-mpls.org/files/images/u5/Trusted-Advocate_view.pdf
http://dcc-stpaul-mpls.org/sites/dcc-stpaul-mpls.org/files/images/u5/Trusted-Advocate_view.pdf


Highlights in 2015
 Building community 

relationships/partnerships: 
Built and strengthened 
relationships with community 
organizations and individuals in 
each of our focus areas – areas 
of concentrated poverty where 
50% of more of residents are 
people of color  and beyond

 BRT projects:
Led community engagement 
and construction outreach

 Community perspective:
Applied to pick changes, site 
plan reviews, TOD projects, etc.
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In addition to managing unique opportunities like the Better Bus Stops project, the Community Engagement Team continues to seek opportunities to be seated at the table and contribute to agency projects and operations. To ready ourselves for those opportunities we continually build and nurture relationship with community that is unending and not driven by a project timeline or budget.But also grounded in the reality that our agency does continue to grow. On active projects, most notably these days with the BRT project office and Orange, A, C and D Lines, we assist with project delivery while uncovering even subtle ways to make room for community influence in decision-making and project direction. Hoping, each time, to deliver results that land us at the table again.



Looking Forward - 2016
 Who are the communities impacted by the policy, program or 

decision? How were they identified?
 How have historical decisions that have impacted these 

communities been considered in this policy, program or decision?
 In what ways are you building relationships with the identified 

communities? Who are you partnering with? 
 In what ways did the aforementioned relationships influence the 

policy, program or decision
 How does your work create inclusive spaces that allow communities 

to collaborate on the development of the policy, program or 
decision?

 Do communities have access to all the information and tools they 
would need to more fully participate as a partner on the policy, 
program or decision? 
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In 2016 we are looking forward to collaborating with departments and project teams that we have not yet collaborated with. We created an engagement lens, inspired by Allison Bell’s earlier equity lens, to help illustrate how community engagement can fit into projects big and small. We hope these six conversation starters lead to the development of “essential questions” or questions that we at Metro Transit truly want answers from the community on. For example BRT…. The goal of the six questions:Identify and define affected communitiesUnderstanding local history and past projectsIdentify key partnershipsHow will engagement influence the decisionsWhere will this engagement occur? On Social media? Open house? Phone calls? On the bus?Documentation and accessibility of informationSo we sent everyone a little “homework” assignment to think about a current or past project that you’ve worked on and to consider how the lens would be answered in the context of your project. Anyone want to share what to share what they came up with???? We brainstorm out loud what essential questions could come out of this and the community engagement strategy.Collaboration is key, we definitely don’t expect this to be easy and we are here to help, brainstorm and work together. It should be noted that we will be tracking the growth of usage of this lens in KPI from year to year. Please contact us if you have ideas for collaboration! Thank you!
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Thank you!
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Karyssa Jackson Ext. 7396C Terrence AndersonExt. 7390 Caitlin SchwartzExt. 7395Jill HentgesExt. 7318Max HoldhusenExt. 7409Caitlin: Share the final tally and hand out prize.
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